A testimonial from one of our students in the Human Centered Problem Definition Class Spring 2014

"I absolutely love the learning atmosphere that the HCPD class offers! We are taught principles and then given the opportunity to apply them in the real world--allowing us to really internalize what's been taught. I would highly recommend this course to anyone interested in better understanding the steps to good design."

~Laura Brigham

Humanitarian Engineering Program

Engineers Serving Communities

These events are co-sponsored by:

EWB/B2P, the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department & Senior Design at CECS

Visit us on the web: humanitarian.mines.edu

The Humanitarian Engineering Program presents:

Human-Centered Design Week

http://tochdesign.com

April 1st – 3rd 2014
Join us for upcoming lectures by Dr. Andrés Valderrama*

TUESDAY April 1 &
THURSDAY April 3
11 am – 12.15 pm
Marquez Hall 222

Engineering and Social Justice class:
Transportation systems, engineers, and social justice

TUESDAY April 1
2 pm – 3.15 pm
Alderson Hall 151

Human-Centered Problem Definition class:
What is a good design for people?
What is a good design with people?

WEDNESDAY April 2
2 pm – 3 pm
Coolbaugh 129

Environmental Engineering Seminar:
Environmental Engineering in Denmark

THURSDAY April 3
9 am – 10 am
Brown Building W250

Senior Design class at the College of Engineering and Computational Science (CECS):
Design With People, a specialization track in the Masters in Sustainable Design at Aalborg University